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Elegant Island-Style Living
Perched on the slopes of Diamond Head, this classic Hawaiian home epitomizes elegant,
island-style living. The grounds are beautifully landscaped with lush tropical foliage and
surround a lawn, private pool and outdoor sitting areas. The home was designed by Burt Ives
and remodeled by Spencer Leineweber, and includes four bedrooms and four baths.
The large living room, which opens onto a spacious covered outdoor living area, is perfect for
both large and intimate gatherings. The master wing features a large bedroom with a walk-in
closet and access to the pool and gardens, adjacent home office, and a private bath complete
with soaking tub. The cheerful kitchen is filled with natural light that highlights granite
countertops, and the great room includes a windowed nook overlooking the garden, built-in
bookshelves, and access to the broad lanai.
Wood floors add to the spacious interior and large windows and ceiling fans take advantage of
the scented island breezes that flow through the rooms.
Ocean Villas at Turtle Bay
With white sand beaches in the background and lush tropical landscapes in the foreground,
these stunning beachfront villas capture the essence of the island lifestyle. This three-bedroom,
two-bath unit overlooks a sandy beach, swimming pool and spa, and immaculately landscaped
grounds. The unit is exquisitely designed, with high ceilings and Brazilian chestnut floors, and
features such luxuries as a soaking tub, a gourmet kitchen, and marble countertops. The Villas
also boast all of the amenities of adjacent Turtle Bay Resort, which offers two world-class
championship golf courses, tennis courts and fitness centers, shopping, and fine dining.
Rarely Available Diamond Head Land
This exceptional property offers a rare opportunity to build a dream estate in one of the most
sought-after neighborhoods in Hawaii. The large parcel commands stunning city, ocean,
mountain and sunset views. Bordered by Diamond Head State Monument, the property is both
private and scenic, and its desirable location makes it special and unique. The neighborhood is
one of Oahu's most prestigious—filled with both classic and modern homes, Diamond Head
offers residents a refuge of calm in a bustling city. The vast open space of Kapiolani Park and
white sand beaches are within walking distance, and world class dining and shopping are just
minutes away.

